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Wear it...
As it’s ourCountrysideKitchen edition,we thoughtwe’d take a
look atwhat towear at a summer picnic or barbecue, orwhynot
cut a dash at your local fete or food festival.We canhear thefizz

tent calling–English sparklingwine and
British strawberries, of course…

Gamebirds Quail Breeks
Made using their unique signature tweed,
these breeks are neatly fitted and extremely
comfortable to wear. Fully lined with a
flattering fit and velcro fastening, they go
rather nicely with their Ptarmigan waistcoat –
just a thought.
● £149.95
gamebirdsclothing.co.uk

Seasalt Cornwall Confetti Jute Bag
100% jute shopper, screen printed by hand
with shorter handles, making it easy to
carry over your shoulder. Large enough for
carrying supplies – lashings of ginger beer
and spam sandwiches anyone?
● £6
seasaltcornwall.co.uk

Freddie Parker ‘Course
Specialist’ Apron & Tea
Towel Set
Ok, so not strictly speaking
an item of clothing, but this
is our Countryside Kitchen
edition! The set features the
brand’s signature ‘galloping
horse and rider’ motif,
with a play on race course
terminology on the apron.
Rather handy for summer
barbecues.
● £30
freddieparker.com

Grace and Lace
Blanket Scarf
Super soft with lots of
different styles to play with
– wrap traditionally around
your neck, belt it, fold it, flip
it, toggle it and you’ve got
yourself a wearable wrap/
poncho. Yes… it’s blanket
size and can double as a
throw, shawl or picnic rug.
That’s handy then.
● £40
thespanishbootcompany.
co.uk

Friendship Bracelets from
Hiho Silver
This Hiho exclusive features a
sterling silver star on a strong
woven coloured cord bracelet
with Hiho Silver stopper. One
size fits all and the star can be
engraved, too. Available in black,
purple, turquoise, pink and navy.
●●● £25
hihosilver.co.uk

Schoffel Ptarmigan Superlight
Overtrouser
Made from lightweight Meryl®
fabric for strength and durability
and a GORE-TEX® Z-liner for
weather protection, these clever
trousers are 100%waterproof,
windproof and highly breathable.
Handy if you’re out and about in
any weather.
● £199.95
schoffel.co.uk

V&A Umbrella
This is Great Britain, so chances
are you’ll need one of these at
hand for any summer outing.
But it doesn’t have to be boring,
treat yourself to this very lovely
WilliamMorris & Co-inspired
berries umbrella, taken from a
design for wallpaper by Kathleen
Kersey in 1903 and exclusive to
the V&A. Youmay be lucky; it
could double up as a sun parasol.
● £25
shop.vam.ac.uk

Cath Kidston Spring
Cottage Dress
This gorgeous cotton dress
features cap sleeves and
a flattering gathering at
the waist. Made with Cath
Kidston’s charming spring
cottage pattern, it’s a nod to
‘perfick’ summer days. We
can taste the lemonade, hear
the birdsong and smell the
roses. Idyllic.
● £60
cathkidston.com
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